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About This Game

Road Rage is an over-the-top, knock-down-drag-out motorcycle combat game that tests your skill on a range of badass bikes.
Race, fight, and hustle your way through the ranks of an insane outlaw motorcycle gang.

Use various bikes, weapons, and battle maneuvers to propel you into a position of ultimate authority. Push the limits of combat
racing, exploring an open-world and playing over 90 missions that will offer the opportunity to progress to Club President.

* Extensive Gameplay Variety. Play 42 story-driven missions and 56 additional side missions ranging from delivery and escort
jobs to combat races to all-out gang brawls!

* Open-World Exploration. Joyride around a massive city and discover a wide variety of missions and objectives throughout
its distinctive neighborhoods.

* Insane Weaponry. Equip yourself with a range of weapons for knock-down-drag-out encounters with rivals on the road!

* Ride in Style. Choose from a variety of motorcycles and customize your bike to suit your style.
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i love this time of year it is worth buying. After all these years, Rainbow Six 3 is still one of the best tactic shooters ever made..
I enjoy the game so far. Easy and relaxing. Nice enough.. Beautiful little twin-stick shooter,

Smooth neon graphics,

Working highscore and multiplayer mode,

Around 2hours of fun, extreme skillcap

A great little arcade game, pretty underrated.

7.2\/10. A good game, kinda reminiscent of the old Bomberman on Sinclair ZX Spectrum.
Place bombs, collect codes to doors, hide in shadows and\/or start ultra mayhem blast chaos!

I didn\u00b4t expect much and the game surprised me. Game mechanics are fine. Sometimes there are even puzzles with more
than one solution, because you can bomb your own way forward (i mean, literally - you make path in terrain with your
bombs). Even though I suffered frustration, I blame my fat clumsy fingers more than the game itself.

Not a long game, though, 8 maps pieces, 28 levels. You can finish it in about 5 hrs.
+ Community maps. Over 100 of them.

If you are into Achievements, you can make most of them easily - 12\/13, 92%.
However... if you want to collect all 100 percent, there are people who say it took about 3 more hours, but I still believe
you have to be buddhist monk with russian acrobat skills and timing of a p0*nstar. The horror part is you see you can
do it, but then you make a tiny, tiny mistake.... man good, i cried. Tl;dr:
Quite buggy, unnecessarily hard (likely due to it's brevity... like those old NES games), but contains a good story. This
game takes a little over 4 hours to complete the story. This game is in no way worth $13.99. Only consider buying when
80% off.

Upon launching, I set the game to compatibility mode so that it'd run on my Windows 10 PC.
The game cut about half of the voice narrations short, it may respawn you in areas where you immediately die again,
and in some situations, after finishing one level, may throw an error that crashes the game, ends the game process, and
seemingly requires a restart of Steam to fix. In this game, you will certainly die in jumping from one platform to the
next, unless you already know the map layout (this is where the unnecessary difficulty appears).

Do download the OST however. Also, since it might launch the game instead of downloading the OST, you can
download the free OST (with purchase of the game) by going to the game in your library, right clicking it, going to
properties, DLC, and toggle the tick box so that it remains ticked. The OST should then begin to download.

This game has a great story, but this is superseded by all the bugs I encountered, therefore giving this game a negative
review.. Bad Stuff.

The claymation drew me in, everything else pushed me away.
The dialogue is not funny and unengaging. It tries to be humerous but winds up being awkward.
The music sucks. It's mono-tone accordian with bland electric guitar noodling.
The gameplay was boring and clunky. Bastion was the obvious idol here but it doesn't even come close.

Categorize this bad boy under "missed potential". It could've been weird in a good way but misses the mark.
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Some games need testing before being released to the public. I started a single player world, and it spawned me on a hill that was
barely a hill at all. I could not run up it. I could only slide down.

Down right into the ocean. Could not get out.

Quit.

Joined a multiplayer server...

The only one, game freezes up and a loud explosion sounds. I spawn in, and theres a player just running into a wall non-stop.
Whilst facing a wall he shoots out of his back and nails me in the face....

*refunds game.*. Very comfortable and helpful app!. Buy it 100%. I never spend money on cosmetics, but this game deserves
it. It gives you a progression map with a lot of stuff to work towards unlocking. Not to mention the creator and devs will be
adding more content as well. Support these guys and tell them to keep up then good work by snagging the full version.. This is a
very sophisticated and well designed vector tool. I'd recommend it for anyone into modelling, game design or Mathematics.
Being able to see the vector fields in action on a bunch of particles is great and having it change in real time as you alter your
field is brilliant.

More export options would help (If only I could export the vectr fields as .obj or something into Tiltbrush or link it to vector
fields designed in Matlab!) I contacted the developer on their blog about this and although they couldn't help much with my
query, they did help some and did respond quite fast. One day, this, Calcflow and tiltbrush will share common file types and I'll
be in Geek Heaven.

. Why are there no hotkeys for towers and abilities??? That's incretibly frustrating!. PVP- Do not buy. this is a solo game and
PVP is pointless at this point. People build bases in the sky and if you try and build a legit base it will be raided when you are
offline. 12 hours of work erased. if you are interested in playing online this game is not ready and needs a lot of work.

Solo- run around collecting backpacks with the loot you need and slowly build up supplies over time.... just saved you hours of
playing. that sums it up. on my computer the games looks amazing and plays amazing. how you progress and long term survive
is the killer.. Pixel-hunting.
Plus, sound-hunting, which is slightly more playful.
That's all there is to this short title, really.

The audio samples and their mixer have no interesting use in terms of game mechanics. No design effort has been made.
If you've got art to show and nothing else, make a movie, not a game.

It's not awful, just poor, so the thumb goes only slightly down.. Heck yes!!!!!!!!!!
XDDXDDdxddDXDDDdxddDDDDDXDDXDXDXDXDXDdxdxddxdxdDXDDXDgxpp. THIS IS NOT A GAME! Don't be
mistaken. It's just an experience that lasts for about 5 minutes. You cannot do anything except look around. With that said the 5
minutes is a pretty well done 5 minutes. This could becoeme a very good game or movie. As is, it's just something that 'could
be.' Don't buy this expecting a game or interactive experience. We tried this with a group of people and even those watching
were scared. It was pretty creppy but it was too short that we wanted more. No actual 'scary' game that we paid for comes close
tot his. We've tried 'The Cubicle' and 'chair in a room: greenwater' and none of those are scary. They're more of a puzzle game
with some weirdness to it. Since this is only 0.99 cents it's totally worth it for the experience. Use it to scare your friends and
family and give them a taste of what a real experience could be like.
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